NSP-SEC BOF – NANOG 29

- Time: Monday 7:30 - 9:00
- Place: Salon F
- Facilitators:
  - Merike Kaeo  kaeo@merike.com
  - Barry Raveendran Greene  bgreene@senki.org
- Objective: Meet, Consult, and Endeavor to work more efficiently to keep our Net alive.
Checkpoint: NSP-SEC
  - Barry Greene

Worms of August - A large-scale view of recent worm attacks.
  - Sean Donelan sean@donelan.com

Proactive Reporting and Cleaning – Can we find them, plug them, and make a dent in the problem?
  - Stephen Gill gillsr@yahoo.com
  - Neil Long neil.long@cymru.com
Checkpoint: NSP-SEC

- One year anniversary.
- 410 Members
- Major Mitigation Facilitation Tool throughout this past year’s Internet security fun.
Do you work for some type of IP transit provider, content provider, or service provider?

Does your job include Operational Security?

Are you willing to offer free services, data, forensic, and other monitoring data to the NSP community?

Do you have authorization to actively mitigate incidents in your network? Do you actually login to a router and do something to mitigate an attack or call someone to task them to do the work?

Do you have the time for a real-time NSP mitigation forum?
Checkpoint: NSP-SEC

- Where to apply?
- NSP-SEC
  - http://puck.nether.net/mailman/listinfo/nsp-security
- NSP-SEC-Discuss
  - http://puck.nether.net/mailman/listinfo/nsp-security-discuss